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McColl Center for Art + Innovation has built strong partnerships among its artistsin-residence and numerous community organizations since the Center opened
seventeen years ago. Artists have proven again and again their ability to bring
creative thinking to some of Charlotte’s fundamental needs in the fields of health,
environment, and education, and they have demonstrated success in raising
awareness about social, economic, and cultural issues.
Over the years, Charlotte has strengthened its Center City by adding housing, office
space, and light rail. Today, it is one of America’s fastest growing cities. With this
growth has come the challenge of maintaining the diversity of the larger Charlotte
community, particularly along North Tryon Street, known as the North End corridor,
where McColl Center is located. North End is also home to several service providers
who meet the needs of the city’s most marginalized populations and owners of real
estate parcels ripe for development.
This year, a comprehensive North Tryon Vision Plan has been completed by
Charlotte Center City Partners (CCCP). McColl Center, one of the Plan’s original
supporters, has worked closely with CCCP and 18 other public and private North
End corridor entities to realize a two-year grant, our second in three years, from
ArtPlace America. Our project of inclusiveness will intentionally bring together
artists, skilled in community engagement, with North End stakeholders to help
to resolve conflicts and achieve mutual goals of safety, housing, education, and
jobs. This wonderful opportunity will become a strong example of the North
End Vision Plan’s intent to create a vibrant, diverse neighborhood, as well as
demonstrate McColl Center’s ability to champion artists and the vital role they play
in communities.
Debora L. Spar, Lincoln Center’s incoming 10th president, said recently: “The more
tumultuous times are, the more vibrant and important the arts become.” The
timeliness of this statement is especially true for Charlotte’s North End corridor and
McColl Center’s ability to strategically and deeply address its mission to serve its
community.

Suzanne Fetscher
President & CEO

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 2017, 7-10 PM
Travel the funky spaceways at Studio Party at McColl Center for Art +
Innovation! Studio Party is a stellar opportunity to dance, mingle, and boost
or launch your art collection while supporting McColl Center’s artist residency
program and exhibitions. Tickets are now on sale.
Find your groove at mccollcenter.org/studioparty

WINTER 2017 ARTISTS-IN-RESIDENCE

Ro b C art er
UNC CHARLOTTE ARTIST-IN-RESIDENCE // LIVES AND WORKS IN RICHMOND, VA
JANUARY 9 – MAY 2, 2017 // STUDIO 216 // ROBCARTER.NET
Rob Carter examines the politics of nature and architecture through the lens of history.
Working in a variety of media, including video and photography, Carter often explores
historical developments in agricultural science and human relationships to the natural
world. He has exhibited nationally and internationally, with solo exhibitions at Art in
General (New York, NY), Galerie Stefan Röpke (Cologne, Germany), Galeria Arnés y Ropke
(Madrid, Italy), and Fondazione Pastificio Cerere (Rome, Italy). He has also exhibited
at Centre Pompidou-Metz (Paris, France), Hiroshima City Museum of Contemporary
Art (Hiroshima, Japan), The Field Museum (Chicago, IL), Institute of Contemporary Art
(Philadelphia, PA), and the Museum of Arts and Design (New York, NY). Born in the United
Kingdom, he earned a BFA at Oxford University and an MFA from Hunter College.
Carter’s residency is sponsored by UNC Charlotte.

(left) Morphine, 2015, pigment print, 49.5 x 32 inches. Courtesy of the artist.

FA
L LE N F R U I T
David Burns + Austin Young
ARTISTS-IN-RESIDENCE // LIVE AND WORK IN LOS ANGELES, CA
JANUARY 9 – MAY 2, 2017 // STUDIO 215 // FALLENFRUIT.ORG
Fallen Fruit is an art collaboration originally conceived in 2004 by David Burns, Matias
Viegener, and Austin Young. Since 2013, Burns and Young have continued the collaboration.
Fallen Fruit began in Los Angeles, creating maps of fruit trees growing on or over public
property. The collaboration has expanded to include serialized public projects, sitespecific installations, and happenings in cities around the world. Using fruit as a medium
or a metaphor, Fallen Fruit investigates urban space, ideas of neighborhood, and new
forms of citizenship with the aim to reconfigure the relationship of sharing and to explore
understandings of public and private, in the real world and real time. Fallen Fruit’s oeuvre
includes photographic portraits, experimental documentary videos, public art installations,
and curatorial projects.

(right) Estas Como Mango, 2015, archival matte paper, 40 x 60 inches
edition of 6 with 2 AP's, from the wallpaper for Puerto Vallarta Mexico.
Courtesy of the artist.

Du st in Farnswort h
WINDGATE ARTIST-IN-RESIDENCE // LIVES AND WORKS IN MONTREAL, QUÉBEC, CANADA
JANUARY 9 – MAY 2, 2017 // STUDIO 315 // DUSTINFARNSWORTH.SQUARESPACE.COM
Dustin Farnsworth’s artwork is influenced by anthropological studies of the architecture
that forms the energy, agricultural, and automotive industries. Through his work in
sculpture, drawing, and installation, Farnsworth aims to uncover and expose the cultural
and social burdens that future generations will inherit. To date, he has participated in over
thirty-five exhibitions and received several honors, including the prestigious Windgate
Fellowship Award for emerging craft artists in the United States. From 2012 to 2015, he was
a resident artist at the Penland School of Arts and Craft, followed by a Windgate residency
and honorary fellowship at the University of Wisconsin–Madison. Farnsworth earned a BFA
at Kendall College of Art and Design in Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Farnsworth’s residency is sponsored by the Windgate Charitable Fund, and made possible in
part through support from the Visual Artists Network Exhibition Residency, a program of the
National Performance Network.

(left) The King Is Dead, 2015, basswood, poplar, various polychrome,18 x 20 x 56 inches. Courtesy of the artist.

Re b e cc a K a m e n
CAROLINAS HEALTHCARE SYSTEM ARTIST-IN-RESIDENCE // LIVES AND WORKS IN MCLEAN, VA
JANUARY 9 – MARCH 20, 2017 // STUDIO 219 // REBECCAKAMEN.COM
Sculptor and lecturer Rebecca Kamen investigates how the arts and creativity can enhance
innovation and our understanding of science. Kamen’s artwork is informed by her research
into cosmology, history, philosophy, and the common threads she finds through different
scientific fields. She has lectured and exhibited nationally and internationally in China,
Hong Kong, Korea, Austria, Chile, Egypt, Spain, and Australia. Her artwork is held in
numerous collections. She has received fellowships and awards from the Virginia Museum
of Fine Arts, Pollock-Krasner Foundation, Donald A. Strauss Foundation, and Chemical
Heritage Foundation. As an artist-in-residence in the neuroscience program at National
Institutes of Health, Kamen interpreted and transformed neuroscience research into
sculptural forms. She is Professor Emeritus of Art at Northern Virginia Community College in
Springfield, Virginia.
Kamen’s residency is sponsored by Carolinas HealthCare System.

(right) Portal installation detail, 2014, mylar, fossils, dimensions variable. Courtesy of the artist.

M a rcu s K i s e r +
J a so n W oo d b e r ry
MISSY LUCZAK-SMITH + DOUG SMITH FELLOWSHIP AFFILIATE ARTISTS // CHARLOTTE, NC
AUGUST 22, 2016–MAY 2, 2017 // STUDIO 316 // KISERCORP.COM
Collaborators and self-proclaimed “sci-fi nerds,” Marcus Kiser and Jason Woodberry
use futuristic themes to confront racial tensions, tell stories of tolerance, and evoke
empathy. A graphic designer and illustrator, Kiser draws inspiration from a range of
creative sources including classical art, comic books, and graffiti. A Web developer and
technology specialist, Woodberry is influenced by street art and the chaotic trove of
popular culture. Both graduates of the Art Institute of Charlotte, Kiser and Woodberry
work in a variety of media, including digital illustration, animation, and sculpture, as they
address contemporary socio-political issues.
Kiser and Woodberry’s residency is supported by the Missy Luczak-Smith + Doug Smith
Fellowship.

(right) No One Told Me the Stars Had Feelings, 2014, digital illustration. Courtesy of the artist.

Scot t Gardner
AFFILIATE ARTIST // CHARLOTTE, NC
AUGUST 22, 2016 – MAY 2, 2017 // STUDIO 218 // THEGIVINGSHIP.COM
Scott Gardner believes that change can happen when people connect to the lives of others.
He uses photography and video to break down barriers and give voice to the voiceless. His
ongoing photography project, Finding Silence, documents the role of silence, meditation,
and prayer in ancient global spiritual traditions. He is currently working on About Face
Charlotte, a photographic and storytelling project that captures the faces and stories
of Charlotteans living in poverty. Gardner earned a BFA in cinematography at the North
Carolina School of the Arts. He has worked on television shows for Discovery, National
Geographic, Animal Planet, and The History Channel.
Scott Gardner's community engagement while in residence at McColl Center is supported by a
2016 grant from ArtPlace America's National Creative Placemaking Fund, as part of our project,
A Tale of Two Cities: McColl Center + the North Tryon Corridor.

(left) Wanda from the AboutFace CLT project, 2016, archival inkjet print, 42 x 63 inches. Courtesy of the artist.

ALUMNI ARTIST PROFILE

BY LISA RUBENSON
We hear the term “Big Data” all the time, often in the context of how technology is used
to manipulate our digital information. Search online for something and see an ad for it
minutes later. Use your reward card at the grocery store, and that “buy one, get three” ice
cream deal is on your record forever.
To many of us, “Big Data” sounds menacing, like a villain in an action film or a bully who
shakes you down for lunch money. Managed by an Orwellian “They,” this vague entity tracks
our every move, violates our privacy, and uses the information mined from our lives to work
its insidious magic. We shrug our shoulders, hope for the best, and figure that selling our
digital soul is the price we pay for having everything we want just a click or swipe away.
Not everyone has a conspiratorial take on the way our electronic data is collected and used.
McColl Center for Art + Innovation Alumna Artist-in-Residence Laurie Frick is a data artist
who sees the patterns formed by our digital imprint not so much as a treasure trove
for rogue marketers, but as an endless source of art and self-discovery. She advocates
reclaiming our electronic data, and using that information to create art that can empower
us and teach us something about ourselves.
Frick sees little difference between the unique digital record each of us creates and our
own DNA-forged fingerprints. She recognizes “an intense beauty” in the in the patterns
and “eloquent rhythms” that emerge from measuring the way we live our lives. Often
using herself as a subject, Frick collects data from nearly every part of her life (how she
eats, sleeps, exercises, where she goes, how she feels before, during, and after she does
something or sees someone), and she examines it for discernible patterns. Using a wide
range of natural and man-made materials, she then expresses the patterns as large scale
installations or digital applications that ask us to engage with our data in new ways.
“Humans are wired for pattern recognition,” Frick says. “Patterns are a way to see yourself
at various points in time.” She urges us to take ownership of our own data and use it to
create art – or to at least consider it artistically. “There’s a mechanism for us to be part of the
equation.”

With a background in engineering and an MBA from the University of Southern California,
Frick spent the first 20 years of her career creating startups and working for high-tech
companies in Silicon Valley. Whether she was developing apps or managing research and
development for new technologies, she was drawn to the ways data could be used to
understand and predict behavior. She never bought into the groovy adage, “To be human
is to be a mystery.” She wanted to know how people spent their time so that she and her
colleagues could respond to market needs with the appropriate products.
Her intense curiosity about the ways we live, the patterns we form, and what this
information can tell us about ourselves, led Frick to make a career change. She thought she
could better explore these questions and the future of technology through her art.
“Art makes data ‘sticky,’” Frick explains, meaning the “language of art” can ask us to
think about something on a deeper level, for a sustained period of time, “in a way that
technology can’t.”
Frick left California and moved back east to attend the New York Studio School, where
she earned an MFA in 2007. Her initial inquiries involved the connection between art
and neuroscience. In addition to finding parallels between the way we store data in our
memory and how data is banked externally, Frick believed this path would give her access
to the kind of data she needed.

In the fall of 2010, Frick came to Charlotte to begin her residency at McColl Center, during
which she would simultaneously serve as the Carolinas HealthCare System Artist-inResidence. Working with Dr. Benjamin Brooks, Medical Director, Carolinas Neuromuscular/
ALS-MDA Center, Frick looked at ALS patient data that tracked the severity of various
symptoms. She was looking for patterns that challenged the idea that the disease was
random in nature. Her subsequent installation of color-coded and indexed wood blocks
titled, 7 Stages of ALS, is a 3D sculpture of the disease’s progression.
This discovery of patterns in the manifestation of symptoms confirmed Frick’s decision
to focus on the intersection of technology and art in her work. And, as a data artist,
Frick welcomes the day when we will have unfettered access to all of our own digital
information.
When asked what’s next for her as an artist, Frick says she is fascinated by leading-edge
data technologies that use algorithms to produce not only new materials, structures,
and medical treatments, but also art. Specifically, she is intrigued by fields of epigenetics
(modifications to gene expressions) and biofabrication, or organically created textiles.
She is also working with “predictive data,” exploring ways we can use technology to
anticipate one another’s needs within and beyond the material world. For instance, Frick
foresees a time when people may use data to choose their friends or select certain food or

activities that would complement a desired mood. She continues to be interested in how
the way we spend our time affects our health – specifically our nervous systems.
Frick says that the ideal scenario for any artist is to be able to anticipate a scientific
breakthrough, something so compelling that it could be proven by science. As both a
data artist and a scientist, she is in a unique position to make such a discovery. And, if it
happens, there will be no shortage of ways to ensure that the art-inspired, ground-breaking
discovery finds a permanent place in the data cloud of history.
Lisa Rubenson is a writer in Charlotte. She has written numerous artist profiles for McColl Center,
as well as for the online arts publication, HappeningsCLT.com. Her fiction has been featured
on National Public Radio, 100wordstory.org, in moonShine review, The Avenue, and on Robert
Swartwood's Hint Fiction blog. Her essays have appeared in Charlotte magazine and on various
online publications. lisarubenson.com

(above) 7 Stages of ALS, 2010. Courtesy of the artist.

SELECTED WORKS BY LAURIE FRICK

Sleep Drawings, 2010 - 2012
Frick used a wearable, in-home monitor and a dedicated journaling practice to measure
the quality of sleep she (and later, her husband) were getting each night. Results were
expressed visually in these ink and watercolor drawings, which also served as the design
theme for the “FRICKbits” app.

Walking, 2012 - 2015
Using sensors, cameras, and GPS modules, Frick came up with an algorithm that could
display her movements on any given day and turn that data into an abstract art pattern.
This project led her to develop “FRICKbits,” an app that allows individuals to create art, or
what Frick calls a “data selfie” from their own, unique travel patterns. The app was featured
in the Apple Store from 2012 - 2015.

Stress Inventory, 2015
Frick kept a record of her emotions and activities on an hourly basis for a set period of time.
She then used colorful, concentric, hand-cut leather dots on stretched linen to reflect her
findings and to chart which activities produced the most stress.

Time Blocks, 2014 - 2015
Frick came across the raw data of a computer programmer named Ben Lipkowitz who had
been keeping a digital record of time, down to the minute, for years. With his permission,
she used color-coded wood blocks to capture his activity patterns across a 21-day period.
All images courtesy of the artist.

INTERVIEW WITH
MARCUS KISER +
JASON WOODBERRY
The World is a Mirror of my Freedom responds to
the national dialogue on Black lives and invites
reflection on how the past has conditioned
the present. The exhibition takes as its starting
point Intergalactic Soul, a multimedia project
by Charlotte-based Affiliate Artists Marcus
Kiser and Jason Woodberry. Begun in response
to the 2014 police killing of Michael Brown in
Ferguson, Missouri, Intergalactic Soul combines
the artists’ mutual love of comic books and
science fiction with their perspectives on the
plight of Black American men. Collectively,
their project tells the story of two adolescent
astronauts, Pluto and Astro, as they traverse
the cosmos and encounter familiar forces of
oppression, from Jim Crow and police brutality
to gentrification. The artists spoke with Nicole J.
Caruth, McColl Center’s artistic director, about
their influences, creative evolution, and the
relevance of their work today.
Nicole J. Caruth: What was it about science
fiction that appealed to you, as a means of
addressing Black masculinity and social justice
issues of our time?
Jason Woodberry: Some of the most iconic
films, characters, and toys within the sci-fi
genre were released during the eighties. We
grew up on comic books and cartoons. Comics
have always had a way of addressing current
events in a way that makes them digestible
and entertaining for a wide audience. Take
X-Men, for instance: the storyline reflects the
Civil Rights Movement of the sixties. Professor
X was a reference to Martin Luther King, Jr.,
and Magneto was a reference to Malcolm X.
Professor X practiced non-violence whereas
Magneto sought to establish peace for mutants
“by any means necessary.” X-Men was both
entertaining and educating. [The rapper] KRSOne called this quality “edutainment.”
Kings and Queens and Michael Jordan Rings, 2016
digital illustration. Courtesy of the artists.

Marcus Kiser: Being a Black male, I’ve always had a certain love for sci-fi, with its roots in
social justice issues and history. Sci-fi is also strongly rooted in the imagination. I feel this
combination and balance of content makes it easier to address or create much-needed
conversations and to help audiences to relate to our experiences—what it’s like to be us.

NJC: Tell me about the process of
shifting your creative practice from user
experience design, Jason, and brand
marketing, Marcus, to a contemporary art
practice. What’s different for you?

NJC: Early on, we spoke about your mutual childhood love of comic books, graphic novels,
and videogames. Which stories and characters influenced you most?

JW: The industry. Creating a logo or a
Web mockup and having it reviewed by
shareholders or a marketing team is a long
way from dealing with curators and gallery
owners. In our art practice, rather than
branding a business or product, we are
branding a message.

JW: There are many, but Star Wars and X-Men were huge for me. Both of us were into space
and aviation, and Star Wars wrapped both of these subjects into a complex, multilayered
storyline. Not to mention that in the movie you have Billy Dee Williams flying the fastest
spaceship in the galaxy and James Earl Jones as the voice of Darth Vader, the most bad-ass
villain in sci-fi. X-Men features mutants with phenomenal abilities to save the world, but
they are continuously confronted with discrimination and stereotypes from a fearful human
race. The context is very relatable.
MK: I was influenced by Marvel Comics, Image Comics, and a variety of video games. Also,
my dad bought me tons of Star Wars toys during my childhood. However, I have to say that
1980s cartoons were the most influential. I was caught up in their look and design more
than their storylines. Transformers, GI Joe, Galaxy Rangers, and Voltron were my staples. Both
the animated Transformers movie in the 1980s and the opening theme for Galaxy Rangers
had lasting effects on me.
NJC: How has Intergalactic Soul evolved since you began the project three years ago?
JW: It’s come a long way. Initially, we wanted to make dope art that addressed the social
climate; it began with two images, Pluto and Dark Matter. Both pieces were featured at Art
Basel Miami Beach in 2014, in a curated exhibition titled Cosmic Connections. That same
year, Dark Matter won Charlotte’s ArtPop billboard award. Our concept grew from there,
and our vision became clear about what we wanted Intergalactic Soul to become.
MK: We’ve also grown as artists and creative
professionals. We have been experimenting with new
mediums, software, and ideas. Three years ago, I only
wanted to do two-dimensional illustration. Now, I’m
more into multimedia animation and working on
video installations. We’ve learned new programs and
techniques in order to keep Intergalactic Soul fresh and
unique. The journey has been amazing, and the work
has evolved greatly.
NJC: Has the Charlotte uprising in response to the
police killing of Keith Lamont Scott had an impact on
Intergalactic Soul or your thinking about this project?

(right) Rocket Punch, 2015, digital illustration.
Courtesy of the artists.
(opposite) Black Starfighter, 2016, digital illustration.
Courtesy of the artists.

JW: I think the event will affect how
our work is received by Charlotte
audiences. Those who saw our exhibition
at the Harvey B. Gantt Center last year
understood the message, but it still
may have felt distant to them. It’s sort of
like seeing the disaster that Hurricane
Matthew caused in Haiti and thinking,
“That’s horrible. I feel sorry for them,”
but then forgetting it after you turn off
your television because the damage is
two thousand miles away and means
little to your life: your electricity and
plumbing still work, and your paycheck
will clear on Friday. Now that Charlotte
has seen helicopters in the sky, protesters
confronting riot squads, tear-gas grenades
in the streets—all of this happening on our
doorstep—the conflict is real to people.
MK: This is the type of subject matter I’ve
always covered as a creative professional.
Prior to Intergalactic Soul, I made several
pieces that address these types of
issues. Despite the fact that people feel
uncomfortable because of the subject,
I think more people locally may be able
to relate to it now, especially those who
didn’t understand it before.

MK: I’ve always approached brand
marketing and graphic design as forms
of visual art. I can find the same beauty
in a logo that I could find in a sculpture
or a painting. One difference that sticks
out to me is how, in marketing, we have
to constantly place people in groups or
target audiences. You have to simplify
people’s wants and needs into a product.
I don’t like to think of people that way
because we are all complex beings,
not just what the industry calls “money
targets.” When I create fine art, despite
using graphic design elements, I’m basing
it on how I feel. I’m not worried about how
others receive it…as long as it creates the
conversations I think should be held.
NJC: What will be some of your takeaways
from the McColl Center residency?
JW: The conversations we’ve had
with other artists-in-residence and
visiting curators have been extremely
enlightening, on everything from the
creative process to networking in the
industry. Coming from marketing
backgrounds, there is much about the art
industry that’s new to us.
MK: Meeting artists and curators has
been great. I’m always amazed by the
conversations and insights that I’ve gained
from other creative people (including you).
That would be my biggest takeaway.

NJC: What’s next for you two?
JW: We would like our work to continue
traveling. We have a couple of museums
in our sights, so we’ll see what happens.
We’re also taking part in a residency in
Cuba next year. Once the residency ends
at McColl Center, we will likely focus on the
Intergalactic Soul graphic novel.

The World is a Mirror of my Freedom is on
view at McColl Center for Art + Innovation
from January 27 to March 25, 2017. The
exhibition features work by current Affiliate
Artists Marcus Kiser and Jason Woodberry and
Alumni Artists Shaun El C. Leonardo, Dread
Scott, and Charles Williams. An Opening
Reception will take place on Friday, January
27, 2017 from 6 to 9 PM.

MK: We’d like to create that graphic novel or
an animated series that would accompany
our next exhibition, and to continue
traveling, meeting people, and engaging in
more delightful conversations.

Nicole J. Caruth is McColl Center for Art + Innovation’s
new artistic director. “I’m thrilled to be joining McColl
Center,” says Caruth. “The Center has a reputation
for supporting brilliant artists through its residency
program, and I have deeply admired the organization’s
commitment to engaging local communities. I feel
fortunate to continue this work in collaboration with
the staff and to lead McColl Center’s artistic direction,
contributing to Charlotte and the field at large.”
Caruth started her work with McColl Center in the
summer of 2016 as the guest curator of the exhibition,
The World is a Mirror of My Freedom. She began building
the exhibition months before Keith Lamont Scott, a
43-year-old Black man, was shot and killed by police
in Charlotte on September 20, 2016. The event led
to weeks of protests and shed new light on our city’s
racial and economic divide.

January 27- March 25, 2017

Photo by Dana Damewood

“McColl Center had invited me to organize an exhibition focusing on Artists-in-Residence
and alumni of the African Diaspora,” she says. “It was around this time that Alton Sterling
was shot and killed by police in Louisiana, followed by Philando Castile in Minnesota,
and Korryn Gaines in Maryland. I felt compelled to respond to the regular physical and
psychological assault on Black communities, which is a centuries-old problem that many
believe to be a new phenomenon. I began to look at how artists are processing these
recurring social traumas.
“As I step into my new role at McColl Center, and we prepare to mount this exhibition, I am
giving a lot of thought to how we will convene racially and culturally diverse audiences
around contemporary issues. Creating spaces for dialogue and action, where difference is
embraced, feels especially urgent in this social and political landscape.”

OPENING RECEPTION
Friday, January 27, 2017, 6–9 PM
The World is a Mirror of my Freedom was organized in response to the increasingly visible,
lawful violence against Black bodies in the United States. Bringing together works from
five of McColl Center’s current and alumni Artists-in-Residence, the exhibition explores
themes of Black masculinity, social movement and mobility, revolution, and resistance. The
exhibition drifts across time, from the 1700s to the future, inviting reflection on how the
past has conditioned the present.
The World is a Mirror of My Freedom features works by Marcus Kiser and Jason
Woodberry, Shaun El C. Leonardo, Dread Scott, and Charles Williams.
Image: Dread Scott, On the Impossibility of Freedom in a Country Founded on Slavery and Genocide, performance still 2, 2014. Pigment print; 22 x
30 inches. Project produced by More Art. Collection of the artist. © Dread Scott. Photo: Mark Von Holden Photography. Courtesy of the artist.

Tell Me More
Unique Perspectives on Our Collective Human Experience

by Mark Richard Leach
Tell Me More explores aspects of figuration,
gender, and ethnicity, and how ideas
coupled with technically inventive
approaches to material create fascination
and opportunities to explore aspects of the
human condition and community.

During his winter/spring art residency at
the McColl Center, Farnsworth will pivot
to including sound in a piece he envisions.
Not just any sounds but those he hopes to
capture in interviews with our community’s
youth. “The piece I want to make centers on
a kind of different grounding for the work.
Each artist featured in the exhibition brings
Whereas the older work was based on my
an exceptional level of skill to the fabrication thoughts on how children are perceiving
of his or her chosen art works. It all boils
the hereditary transfer of a world, the new
down to utilizing the right approach to
work will be focused on what children are
fashion the rich, storytelling possibilities
actually thinking, taking their environment
that are available.
into consideration. The older work projected
architectural situations but not buildings
The contributions from 2017 Windgate
that actually existed. The new work will be
Artist-in-Residence Dustin Farnsworth’s
inspired by actual surroundings, based on
include several examples of works created
reality.”
over the previous five years, many of which
are meticulously fabricated. The artist
McColl Center Alumna Artist-in-Residence
explains, “I wasn’t a model maker when
and 2016 MacArthur Fellow Joyce J. Scott
I was a kid. I think my approach evolved
uses very meticulous beading techniques
when I was in school and taking a furniture
combined with glass-blown forms, among
class with Brent Skidmore. He turned me
other media, to achieve colorful, sometimes
on to craft and an obsessive approach to
startling sculptures whose messages are
process. I was making prints and furniture
direct and express her life experience. “I
then. I think the ‘high touch’ crafting came
don’t believe that it’s a strategy that I use;
from the furniture making and jewelry —
it’s just a part of my personality. I am an imp
these provided a different idea of what fine
and I am a trickster. Those things are true
detail meant. Towards the end of those
about me. At sixty-seven, I can gleefully
experiences is when it all came together.
admit them. I always use the humor or some
The crafting — making — is important but
kind of wry attack to talk about issues that
I try not to make it the main story. It’s about are uncomfortable or that make you squirm.
the ideas that I want to explore and using
It was a very easy transition in my visual
an appropriate level of finesse to carry it off. work because I have been a singer and
I feel like my work has a foot in ideas and in
performer for years,” Scott states.
making, too.”

Joyce Scott, War Woman II, 2014
African sculptures, fused & painted mosaic glass, glass/plastic beads, thread, wire, metal keys & cast glass guns
24 x 18.5 x 18.5 inches. Courtesy of the artist.

She continues, “I never not wanted to be
able to talk about the things that scare me.
I always thought the best therapy for me
is to approach the things in life that I felt
needed to be changed by attacking them
head on. As I became older and people saw
the layers in my work, I think it became more
of a modality, a strategy to intertwine form
and message into what I do. It’s very much
like an Asian puppet show where you have
the puppets behind a screen. Many of the
narratives were about a monarch, the death
of a raider, or change in policy.”
“I like the idea a person gets a kiss before
they get a smack,” she says. “In life we get
plenty of smacks. I know that it has evolved
in the work that I do now. The work is
physically layered. The more I think I know
about life, the more I realize that sometimes
you can just say things. You don’t have to be
so overt about the way you say things.”
Mary Tuma, McColl Center Alumna Artistin-Residence and Associate Professor at
UNC Charlotte, will create a new installation
for Tell Me More. Tuma is known for
her crocheted forms and mixed media
installations. Her work is dramatic. Among
the subjects for which she is known today,
she fashions imposing crocheted forms
resembling human organs, as in her 2008
installation, Internal Systems III. She has
suspended her sculptures in art spaces and
uses large-scale shapes to create in viewers
a sense that they are indeed Lilliputian by
comparison.
Thinking out loud about where her ideas
might take her, Tuma muses, “I’d say that in
terms of meticulous process, if I’m sewing
a piece, that’s not terribly repetitive or
exacting. The work that’s crocheted is
indeed more process-based.
“I’m thinking about a piece that’s more
ethereal than some of the heavy pieces that

I’ve crocheted in the past. Maybe I’d crochet
something like a sheer ribbon, something
lighter, something that the light can pass
through. I’m predicting that my contribution
might be garment-based, clothing pieces,
forms that imply the body more than
represent it. I may include found objects and
I may move to blend the installation into
the environment. You know, to consider the
walls as transparent as the materials that I
might use, and thus to create the illusion
that the piece may penetrate wall surfaces.
Those things combined are likely where
I’m headed with this new piece for McColl
Center.”
Taken together and separately, the artists
featured in Tell Me More provide evocative
and startling art works that offer unique
perspectives on our collective human
experience. Each artist uses exceptional skill,
honed over years of artistic inquiry, to reveal
his or her carefully-considered subjects and
concerns in intimate moments that arise
between art work and viewer.
Tell Me More is on view at McColl Center
for Art + Innovation from April 14 to June
10, 2017. The exhibition features work by
2017 Windgate Artist-in-Residence Dustin
Farnsworth and Alumna Artists Joyce J. Scott
and Mary Tuma. The exhibition is curated by
guest curator Mark Richard Leach. An Opening
Reception will take place on Friday, April 14,
2017 from 6 to 9 PM.

Sponsored by

Supported by
Barbara Laughlin
Ginger Kemp
Lorne Lassiter + Gary Ferraro

RENT McCOLL CENTER
FOR YOUR EVENT
Visit mccollcenter.org/rental
or call 704-332-5535

NEW FREQUENCIES at M c COLL CENTER
Experience innovative and exciting performances from today’s most
adventurous creators and acclaimed artists. Selected “Best New Arts
Programming” by Charlotte Magazine in 2016.

MUSIC / Lonnie Holley

Saturday, February 4, 2017, 8 PM
$10 McColl Center Member / $14 Non-member
Lonnie Holley is a visual artist and musician based in Atlanta. His art and music, born out
of struggle, hardship, but perhaps more importantly, out of furious curiosity and biological
necessity, has manifested itself in drawing, painting, sculpture, photography, performance,
and sound. His music and lyrics are improvised on the spot, and morph and evolve with
every performance. The layers of sound in Holley’s music, likewise, are the result of decades
of evolving experimentation. Holley performs regularly across Europe and the United
States, was part of the Blues for Smoke exhibition in 2013 at the Whitney Museum of
American Art, and has been the subject of major retrospectives at Birmingham Museum of
Art and Halsey Institute of Contemporary Art.

MUSIC / Noveller

Thursday, March 2, 2017, 8 PM
$10 McColl Center Member / $14 Non-member
Noveller is the solo electric guitar project of Los Angeles-based composer and filmmaker
Sarah Lipstate. Handling the guitar as her muse, Lipstate summons a sonic palette so rich as
to challenge the listener to conceive of how it’s housed in a single instrument manipulated
by a solitary performer. She toured Europe with Iggy Pop in 2016, and has also participated
in Rhys Chatham’s Guitar Army, Ben Frost’s “Music for 6 Guitars” Ensemble, and Glenn
Branca’s 100 Guitar Ensemble.

LITERATURE / John Darnielle

Thursday, March 30, 2017, 8 PM
$5 McColl Center Member / $7 Non-member
John Darnielle is an author and musician based in Durham, North Carolina. His novel, Wolf
in White Van, was a New York Times bestseller, a National Book Award nominee, and a finalist
for the Los Angeles Times Book Prize for First Fiction. His second novel is Universal Harvester,
from which he’ll be reading from during this event. He is also the songwriter, composer,
guitarist, and vocalist for the band the Mountain Goats.

MUSIC / Mary Lattimore & Mac McCaughan
Thursday, April 20, 2017, 8 PM
$10 McColl Center Member / $14 Non-member

Mac McCaughan has been a performing and recording music since the late 1980s, first as a
member of Superchunk, and eventually via projects such as Portastatic and 2015’s NonBelievers (his first record under his own name). Mary Lattimore is a harpist originally from
Asheville, North Carolina, and now based in Los Angeles, who experiments with her Lyon
& Healy concert grand harp and effects. The duo will be performing new compositions,
Lattimore on harp and McCaughan on analog synthesizers and guitar, improvised live but
based on prearranged structures and ideas.

MUSIC / Ken Vandermark & Nate Wooley Duo
Friday, May 12, 2017, 8 PM
$10 McColl Center Member / $14 Non-member

Chicago saxophonist/composer Ken Vandermark and New York trumpet player Nate
Wooley had been operating in each other's orbits for several years before putting together
their duo project in October 2013. The two work together to create an organic combination
of the jazz tradition, free improvisation, and modern composition, and then place it into the
raw and intimate context of this duo.
Buy advance tickets now and check out more events at mccollcenter.org/events

OPEN STUDIO SATURDAYS
Saturday, February 11, 2017, 12-4 PM
Saturday, March 11, 2017, 12-4 PM
Saturday, April 22, 2017, 12-4 PM
Bring the whole family to Open Studio Saturdays and experience what makes McColl
Center a vibrant space for contemporary art. Explore art and ideas of all kinds with
artists-in-residence Rob Carter, Fallen Fruit, Dustin Farnsworth, Scott Gardner, Rebecca
Kamen, and Marcus Kiser + Jason Woodberry. They'll open their studio doors to talk
about their creative process, and each month one artist will lead a hands-on activity for
children and families. Everyone is welcome and admission is free.
Presented by

Open Studio Saturday in February
supported by

Check out more events at mccollcenter.org/events

ARTIST-LED WORKSHOPS
Our artist-led workshops are unique opportunities to get hands-on techniques
and skills directly from McColl Center’s current and alumni artists-in-residence.
These experiences are useful and engaging for all creative and artistic skill levels.

Writing, Meditative, & Modular Origami
Workshop with John W. Love, Jr.

Monotype Printmaking Workshop
with Felicia van Bork

Saturday, February 18, 2017, 1-4 PM
$50 McColl Center Member / $65 Non-member
Create your own monotype print using techniques such
as trace printing, ghost printing, layering, gradients, and
reduction in McColl Center's printmaking studio. Alumna
Artist Felicia van Bork will teach studio practices including
ink mixing, operating a printing press, and preparing
paper for printing. No printing experience is required.

Saturday, January 14, 2017, 10 AM-12 PM
$30 McColl Center Member / $35 Non-member
This unique writing, meditative, and modular origami
workshop, titled Grinding Paper Diamonds: Book of Lists,
uses the participant’s “unusable truths,” “beautiful lies,”
and “untold myth” to help construct a personal narrative
worth living and creating into. With paper, safety pins,
cellophane, silver tape, scissors, and things that make marks,
Alumnus Artist John W. Love, Jr., will walk participants
on an interesting path to clarity, leaving each with an
unpredictable narrative, origami techniques, and a piece of
unconventionally made jewelry. Everyone is encouraged to
bring a favorite writing instrument and journal.

Fiber Wrapped Jewelry Workshop
with Katherine Allen

Saturday, March 25, 2017, 1-4 PM
$35 McColl Center Member / $40 Non-member
Create an original necklace or bracelet using basic fiber
wrapping techniques. Alumna Artist Katherine Allen leads
this workshop and all materials will be provided, although
participants may wish to bring a found object to use as
the focal point of their design. No experience is required.

Ceramics Workshop
with Betsy Birkner

Thursday, February 2, 2017, 6-8 PM
$30 McColl Center Member / $35 Non-member
Experience the grounding quality of clay through handbuilding. Alumna Artist Betsy Birkner will teach you how to
create a clay vessel with your hands, while using molds for
attached design objects and adorning with clay roses. No
experience is required.

Register for a workshop and check out more events at mccollcenter.org/events

Experimental Painting Workshop
with Sharon Dowell

Saturday, April 15, 2017, 1-3 PM
$30 McColl Center Member / $35 Non-member
Use acrylic paint, paint medium, and various tools to
create your own abstract painting. Alumna Artist Sharon
Dowell guides participants of this workshop though a
series of painting challenges while the group listens to
experimental jazz, which will serve as inspiration for your
work of art. Open to all skill levels.

which believes that a great nation deserves great art; and the generosity of corporate and individual donors.

as the North Carolina Arts Council with funding from the State of North Carolina and the National Endowment for the Arts,
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(Cover) Dustin Farnsworth, The Order of Lords, 2015
basswood, poplar, charcoal, various polychrome, 55 x 22 x 30 inches
The Collection of the Huntsville Museum of Art
Photography by Steve Mann. Courtesy of the artist.

